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Abstract

For illness, not ambition / though it's hard to remember ...
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Steroid Use
Meg Johnson
For illness, not ambition
though it's hard to remember
as the days pass you were actually
prescribed this, the heat generating
off your thighs, your knuckles red
from hitting a punching bag.
You want to write a gentle ode:
The strangers who hit on me when
I had Bell's Palsy will always
have a special place in my heart...
But you can't concentrate long
enough to finish it.
You imagine yourself throwing
a chair when someone at work
says there'll be extra meetings this year.
What about your own work? The time
you must spend with a medical team
examining your sore eyes?
You look at your reemerging polished
teeth in the mirror, your returning smile,
the jewels of a menace.
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